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 In the middle of the 18th century the Qing dynasty, having placed the 
area to the north and south of the Tianshan Mountains (Xinjiang) under its 
rule, came into contact with Kazakh nomads. On a previous occasion I 
examined Qing-Kazakh relations in the 1750s–60s with reference to Qing 
negotiations with Ablai Sultan (1711?–81; from 1771 known as Ablai Khan)1) of 
the Middle Juz of the Kazakhs. The Qing government built its relationship 
with Kazakhs around a Mongol-style master-servant relationship in which the 
Qing emperor was the ejen (master) and Central Asians, including Kazakhs, 
were regarded as his albatu (subject, servant) (hereafter referred as an “ejen-
albatu relationship”).2) Further, when disputes broke out between different 
parties in Central Asia, the Qing emperor assumed the position of ejen ruling 
over these albatu and, depending on the circumstances, considered military 
intervention or urged the warring parties to reach some sort of accord. In the 
case of Qing-Kazakh relations in particular, discourse about the ejen-albatu 
relationship appears frequently in correspondence between the two parties and 
served as grounds for justifying their respective assertions and demands. It 
could be said, in other words, that the ejen-albatu relationship functioned as a 
shared tool in political negotiations between the Qing and Kazakhs (Onuma 
2010a).
 The discussion in my previous study, however, was limited to the initial 
stages of Qing-Kazakh relations. In this article, I examine how the characteristics 
to be observed in the 1750s–60s changed thereafter.
 Roughly speaking, changes in Qing-Kazakh relations have been 
understood in the following manner. When they first came into contact with 
each other in 1755–56, there was antagonism between the Qing and Kazakhs, 
but after Ablai’s “reconciliation/submission” towards the Qing in 1757 they 
maintained a sound relationship throughout the second half of the 18th 
century. However, in the first half of the 19th century Russian influence on the 
Kazakh steppe grew, and relations between the Qing and the Kazakhs were 
gradually severed (Saguchi 1986: 434–5; Li 2004: 6–7; Noda 2016: 260–303). 
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During this period, the Qing regarded the Kazakhs as “a bulwark outside the 
karun line” (Ch. kawai zhi fanli) and maintained a policy of noninterference in 
matters outside the karun line (Onuma 2014: 266). This policy remained the 
same in the face of Russian advances and became one of the causes that 
incurred the alienation of Kazakh chieftains from the Qing (Noda 2005: 42–5). 
There was a certain difference between this stubborn stance of noninterference 
and the Qing’s diplomatic stance in the 1750s–60s mentioned above. In what 
circumstances did these changes in the Qing response become established?
 When taking the above points into account, one must first take note of the 
confusion in Qing-Kazakh relations in the 1770s (Li 2003: 200–1). One also 
needs to examine the influence that the return of the Torguuds in 1771, prior 
to this confusion, had on subsequent Qing-Kazakh relations. In this article, I 
consider several issues that arose in Qing-Kazakh relations in the 1770s and 
clarify changes in the direction of Qing foreign policy that occurred as the 
Qing responded to these issues.

1. The Suspension of Kazakh Tribute Missions

 From the time of Ablai’s “submission” in 1757, the Kazakhs sent an annual 
tribute mission to the Qing court except in 1766, when there was heavy snow 
damage. However, from April 1769 Kazakh tribute missions were discontinued 
for about four years.3) This was probably due to movements by the Torguuds, 
who in 1770 crossed the Volga, traversed the Kazakh steppe, and reached 
northern Xinjiang in 1771 (Li 2003: 200). Once the Qing had accepted the 
Torguuds’ “submission” and the selection of pasturelands for them had been 
completed, Kazakh tribute missions were resumed. Tribute missions sent by 
Ablai arrived in 1773 and 1774.
 However, the normalization of Qing-Kazakh relations did not proceed 
smoothly. In 1775 Ablai dispatched a tribute mission headed by Otruchi Batur, 
and Iletu, the Military Governor of Ili who received the mission, queried 
Ablai’s demand conveyed to him by Otruchi. Ablai offered to present the 
Qianlong emperor with “the tribute-tax of 30,000 households” in Tashkent 
which his family had been “collecting for eleven generations,” and towards this 
end he requested the loan of 1,000 soldiers.4)

 This was not Ablai’s first request for military assistance from the Qing. 
Since 1765 the Kazakhs, aiming to advance south, had been in a state of war 
with the Khoqand Khanate, which was ruled over by Irdana Bi and was plotting 
a northward advance, and Tashkent was one of the places over which they were 
fighting (KRO: 685). In 1767 Ablai requested the loan of 20,000 troops and 
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cannons, but Agūi, the Military Governor of Ili at the time, rejected this 
request, and the Qianlong emperor issued an edict in his capacity as ejen in 
which he urged Ablai and Irdana, who were both his albatu, to reach an accord 
(Onuma 2010a: 118–24).
 Iletu, aware of this precedent, strongly criticized Ablai for his trickery in 
requesting military assistance once again. Further, in view of the fact that 
Kirghiz also occupied pasturelands in the vicinity of Tashkent, he speculated 
that Ablai’s request for military assistance was undoubtedly motivated by an 
intention to attack not only Tashkent but also the Kirghiz.5) Iletu accordingly 
sent Ablai a letter, which included the following passage:

  You said in your letter that you would present the land of Tashkent to the 
Great Ejen (Qing Emperor), which is wrong. You Kazakhs, and also the 
Muslims of the lands of Buruts (Kirghiz), Khoqand, and Andijan, are 
albatu who have bowed their heads and submitted to the Great Ejen. Thus, 
these lands belong to the Great Ejen. What do you mean by presenting the 
land of Tashkent once again? … Now, han, you have begun to scheme 
again, saying with an innocent air, “I would like to present the land of 
Tashkent to the Great Ejen,” and have dispatched people for a loan of 
soldiers. This was a big mistake! You Kazakhs are the albatu of the Great 
Ejen; the land of you Kazakhs is also that of the Great Ejen. Whereas the 
Great Ejen gave you [the land] to nomadize as hithertofore, is there any 
reason to present the Great Ejen with lands that you have seized in war?6)

As had been the case in the Qing response to the request for assistance in 1767, 
Iletu took a diplomatic stance based on an awareness of the ejen-albatu 
relationship. Refusing to accept the letter and tribute horses from Ablai, he 
refused to allow the Otruchi mission to enter Qing territory and sent them 
back.
 In October 1776 a tribute mission, headed again by Otruchi, arrived in Ili. 
Iletu had left Ili in June of this year in order to have an audience with the 
Qianlong emperor in Beijing, and during his absence Sonomčering was acting 
as Military Governor of Ili. Otruchi brought with him a letter from Ablai 
addressed to the Qianlong emperor, and it included the following strange 
passage:

  Since my place is very distant, my people who were dispatched last year 
returned partway through their journey [to the Qing]. This year, I have 
dispatched [my people] to ask after your peace. I formerly presented White 
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Hats (šayan mahala) on the golden hem7) of the Great Ejen and obeyed you. 
Our sutra says, “All the White Hats were driven in the direction of Mecca 
by the Manju.” When the White Hats take flight, the descendants of our 
Kazakh leaders (taiji) and the tribesmen of our Kazakhs will not take 
flight and will never leave this place as long as we have breath. Putting a 
corpse together with another corpse, we do not wish to part with the 
golden hem of the Great Ejen in eternity.8)

Although the Mongolian equivalent of “White Hat” (čagan malaγ-a) refers to 
Muslim settlers in Central Asia (Pelliot 1948: 130–2), it is not clear what it 
means in this letter.9) At any rate, the expulsion of “White Hats” here suggests 
the expulsion of Kazakhs and Kirghiz by the Qing. Sonomčering asked Otruchi 
what this meant. According to Otruchi, Ablai’s tribute mission had been 
refused entry the previous year, and he had also heard a prophecy from a 
Kazakh ākhund (Islamic religious leader) that the Kazakhs and Kirghiz would 
be driven away by the Manjus, as a result of which he was extremely 
apprehensive. Sonomčering explained that this would not happen, authorized 
their entry, and sent them on their way to Beijing.
 In Hami, en route to Beijing, the Otruchi mission encountered Iletu, on 
his way back to Ili, and Otruchi conveyed Ablai’s misgivings to him too. Iletu 
explained that the Qing had no intention of expelling the Kazakhs. On this 
occasion Dosun Sultan, the son of the taiji-title holder Khanbaba and one of 
the members of the mission, stated that the mission had no objective apart 
from having an audience with the Qianlong emperor.10) However, on arriving 
in Beijing, Otruchi attempted to submit to the emperor a letter concerning 
Tashkent that he had brought with him clandestinely. Learning of this, the 
Qianlong emperor openly showed his distrust of Ablai and personally 
reprimanded Otruchi during his audience with him. He further instructed 
Iletu, who had returned to his post of Military Governor of Ili, to take greater 
care when dealing with Ablai in the future. Having been apprised of the facts 
of the matter, Iletu concluded that Ablai had taken advantage of his absence 
from Ili to send a tribute mission.11) Consequently, the Qing once again 
suspended Kazakh tribute missions, although this was partly because it also 
coincided with the period of mourning for the Grand Empress Dowager, who 
had died in February 1777.12)

 About two years later, in June 1779, Iletu gathered information so as to 
gain a better grasp of the current state of the Kazakhs. What attracted particular 
attention was the testimony of Baba Khoja, a merchant from Tashkent who 
was visiting Ili. When he had been in Tashkent two years earlier, Otruchi had 
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been sent by Ablai to Tashkent, and on this occasion he had told the people of 
Tashkent that the Qing emperor had “issued an edict for the tribute-tax of 
Tashkent to be given to Ablai” and had shown them a document written on 
yellow paper and affixed with a red seal. Khojam Batashan, the beg of Tashkent, 
saw through Ablai’s ploy and, after having sent Otruchi back, killed his son 
who had remained behind.13)

 Although the truth of this testimony is unclear, Ablai’s attitude of ignoring 
Qing wishes and aiming for control of Tashkent, and his fabrication of an 
imperial edict (or his misrepresentation of its contents) were unpardonable. 
Iletu decided that, should Ablai send any more envoys as part of a stratagem 
for gaining possession of Tashkent, they would be promptly sent back.14) In the 
summer of the same year Ablai sent his son-in-law Dair Sultan to Ili and applied 
for permission to send a separate tribute mission during the same year; 
however, Iletu rejected this request.15)

 Shortly afterwards, at the start of 1780, a mission headed by Ablai’s son 
Sedek arrived in Ili. According to Sedek, he had set out on Ablai’s orders and 
had met Dair en route to Ili, but had decided to continue to Ili all the same. 
Taking into account the fact that it was the middle of winter and many livestock 
would die if the mission was turned back, and also that Sedek was only sixteen 
years old, Iletu decided to allow them to stay in Ili over the winter and then 
send them on their way to Beijing.16) However, in Ablai’s letter that Sedek had 
with him it was stated that Ablai wished to borrow 500–600 Qing troops to 
attack Beg Bolot of the Qara-kesek tribe who had attacked Ablai in the summer 
of the previous year.17) Iletu told Sedek that he could not comply with this 
request for the loan of troops since it was an internal matter among the 
Kazakhs.18) The Qianlong emperor judged Iletu’s decision to have been 
appropriate and said that even if Sedek made the same request after his arrival 
in Beijing, it should be rejected in line with the policy that had already been 
decided on.19) The Qing government no longer concerned itself about Kazakh 
requests for military assistance and showed no signs of becoming involved in 
the internal affairs of the Kazakhs on the grounds of an ejen-albatu relationship.
 In this manner, in the 1770s Kazakh tribute missions were frequently 
suspended on account of the return of the Torguuds, repeated requests for 
military assistance, and the fabrication of an imperial edict, and relations 
between the Qing and Kazakhs deteriorated. When Ablai died in 1781, a 
struggle for succession to the position of khan broke out between his eldest son 
Wali and his son-in-law Dair (Altanochir and Wu 1998; Noda 2010: 140–2). 
Although, in the end, Wali succeeded to the position of khan and the title of 
han, the frequency of tribute missions did not return to one each year, and 
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relations with the Qing grew more distant by the year.

2. The Situation in the Southern Kazakh Steppe in the 1770s 
and the Qing Response

2.1. The Conflict between the Kazakhs and the Kirghiz

 The prime reason for the rejection of Kazakh tribute missions was Ablai’s 
requests for military assistance. What lay behind these requests? After the fall 
of the Junghars, the Kazakhs and Kirghiz intensified efforts to recover the 
pasturelands that had been seized by the Junghars. As a result of the southward 
advance of the Kazakhs and the northward advance of the Kirghiz, disputes 
over pasturelands occurred with some frequency on the southern Kazakh 
steppe, where the two sides came into contact with each other, and news of 
these disputes also began to reach Qing administrators in Ili and Tarbaghatai. 
In 1774, news reached Ili that the Kazakhs had suffered damage as a result of 
an attack by the Kirghiz. On receiving a report from Iletu, the Qianlong 
emperor declared that, in the event of a request for assistance from Ablai and 
Abulfeiz (?–1783), the second son of Abulmanbet Khan of the Middle Juz and 
the wang-title holder, the Qing would support neither the Kazakhs nor the 
Kirghiz, “who were both albatu of the Great Ejen,” and stated that they should 
be dissuaded from retaliating against the repeated attacks.20) In other words, as 
he had done on the occasion of the conflict between the Kazakhs and Khoqand 
in 1767, from his position as their ejen the Qianlong emperor urged his albatu to 
reach an accord. However, not long afterwards news arrived that this time the 
Kazakhs had attacked the Kirghiz and taken more than 1,000 people captive.21)

 In 1775 Abulfeiz sent his third son Bopu to Tarbaghatai. When the 
Councilor (Ma. hebei amban, Ch. canzan dachen) Kinggui (Ch. Qinggui 慶桂) asked 
him about the present situation regarding Kazakhs and Kirghiz, Bopu replied, 
“Currently both Ablai and Abulfeiz are in their respective pasturelands. They 
are also on very good terms with the Buruts.”22) In addition, the circumstances 
surrounding the conflict since the previous year were explained in a letter 
written in Turkic that Bopu had brought with him from Abulfeiz.

  When I was in my father’s pastureland (yurt),23) the Kirghiz plundered the 
[Kazakh] tribesmen on the periphery. Khan Khoja Tura and Barak Batur 
went with 4,000 men to attack [the Kirghiz] in reprisal. The Kirghiz said, 
“We surrender and return the captives.” [However,] they kept the [4,000] 
Kazakhs there for seventeen days and then captured them again. Moreover, 
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they came again to plunder the tribesmen known as Jafrashi.24) After that, 
Ablai Khan and I, leading 20,000 men, rescued the 4,000 men. An envoy 
[from the Kirghiz] came and said, “We surrender and return the captives,” 
and “Each of us, Kirghiz and Kazakhs, is the albatu of the Ejen Khan 
(Qing Emperor); let us live in harmony.” We repatriated [the captives] 
after pledging to return the captives to each other. [However,] the Kirghiz 
still have not returned [to us all] the captives since then. There are those 
who have returned and those who have not yet returned.25)

While this presents the Kazakh view, it would seem that initially the Kirghiz 
had launched an attack, to which the Kazakhs retaliated, and this was later 
followed by the mutual repatriation of captives and a suspension of hostilities. 
In his reply to Abulfeiz, Iletu expressed a high appreciation of the reconciliation 
between the Kazakhs and Kirghiz and the repatriation of captives.26)

 However, November of the same year, about four months after Bopu’s 
return, Abulfeiz’s second son Jochi arrived in Ili and delivered to Iletu two 
Turkic letters in Abulfeiz’s name (hereafter referred to as Letter A27) and Letter 
B28)). There follows first a translation of Letter A.

  For many years, I have prayed for the well-being of the supreme Bogda 
Ejen Khan. I, Abulfeiz wang, greet the Military Governor and Agents at 
the military camp of Ili, who are carrying out duties for the Bogda Ejen 
Khan. After greeting them, the matters of business are as follows. I sent a 
letter to the Bogda Ejen Khan. Please inform the Khan of the contents of 
this letter with your words of good intent. I also inform you that you 
should receive an edict from the Khan and give it [to me]. When I sent a 
courteous letter to inform the Khan that, in the Ox year (1769), my father, 
Abulmanbet Khan, passed away, [the Bogda Ejen Khan] dispatched Oba29) 
amban, and I received favors; I have been rejoicing ever since. [However,] 
the relationship with the Tashkentis is not very peaceful. Thus, I will send 
a letter to the Bogda Ejen Khan. If you dispatch an envoy to [our] yurt, the 
reward will be extended to the unenlightened people of [our] yurt. In 
addition, the request from [our] yurt to the Military Governor and Agents 
is as follows. Although we are at peace with the Kirghiz, they do not desist 
from stealing and lying. I will thus establish a karun (qarāwul) between the 
two yurts. This karun will be established on this side of Qaratal. I inform 
you that I would like to establish the karun after your person has come. 
Because the land beyond Ayaguz is yours, I ask you for an imperial edict. 
I wrote this letter on the 6th day of the scorpion month (i.e., the 8th 
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month). Abulfeiz wang [presented] one tribute horse and Jochi gong 
[presented] one tribute horse.

In the latter part of this letter, while stating that relations with the Kirghiz are 
amicable, Abulfeiz asks the Qing to establish a karun, or guard-post, as a 
measure to prevent any future harm. Although this was felt to be somewhat 
unexpected, in the course of his investigations Iletu discovered that on the 
occasion of an earlier tribute mission headed by Jochi (in either January 1769 
or February 1773) there had been issued on the basis of a proposal by Fulungga 
(Ch. Fulong’an 福隆安), Grand Minister Controlling the Imperial Guards (Ch. 
ling shiwei nei dachen), an edict urging the establishment of a karun on the border 
between the Kazakhs and Kirghiz so as to prevent any clashes between them.30)

 Because of the existence of this edict, the Qing authorities were in a 
quandary about how to deal with the situation. In the end, while considering it 
understandable that the Kazakhs had requested the establishment of a karun, 
Iletu gave only a vague reply in which he failed to touch on the dispatch of 
personnel from the Qing and left the establishment of the karun and its location 
to the discretion of the Kazakhs.31) Thereafter, perhaps because of the above-
mentioned question of Tashkent’s offering to the Qing emperor and the Kazakh 
violations of the karun line to be discussed in the next section, discussion of the 
establishment of karuns petered out.

2.2. The Dispute over Turkistan

 Next, I wish to examine Letter B. The greater part of its contents concerned 
Turkistan (formerly known as Yas), which had also been touched on in Letter 
A.

  For many years, I have prayed for the well-being of the supreme Bogda 
Ejen Khan. My great father passed away. Henceforth, when reporting any 
matter of justice, we will inform the Bogda Ejen Khan of it. Through 
Eshim Khan, Janggir Khan, Tauke Khan, Bolat Khan, and my father 
Abulmanbet Khan, over [a period of] several ancestors, [my clan] has been 
the khan of the yurt known as Turkistan. [However,] in our generation, on 
the other hand, our brothers are attempting to take over the yurt (i.e., 
Turkistan) to share among themselves. People formerly unrelated to the 
yurt are now attempting to take it over! If my father formerly [ruled] by 
himself, the district should be ours. If our brothers or others oppose us, I 
hope that the petition will first reach [the presence of] God and then our 
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justice. I am not always able to deliver my words to the Emperor (pādshāh). 
I hope that you, the Military Governor, will deliver this request to the 
supreme Bogda Ejen Khan, receive an imperial edict for us, and then 
deliver it to us. I wrote this letter on the 6th day of the Scorpion month.

According to this letter, after Abulmanbet’s death there were moves by rival 
forces to seize control of Turkistan. Abulfeiz outlined the history of rule of 
Turkistan by successive khans down to Abulmanbet and asserted the legitimacy 
of his own clan’s rule. He probably hoped to gain the stamp of approval with 
an edict from the Qianlong emperor.
 Turkistan was often regarded as the “capital” of the Kazakh Khanate. 
Being the burial place of the renowned Sufi Ahmad Yasawi (d. 1166/7), it was 
regarded as sacred, and the mausolea of successive Kazakh khans were also 
erected here (Noda 2007). However, in the 17th to 18th centuries the khans’ 
power gradually contracted as a result of division among the Kazakhs, invasion 
by the Junghars, and the northward advance of the Uzbeks. Although it is true 
that Abulmanbet had lived in Turkistan, he had no influence over the politics 
of each Juz, and even in the Middle Juz powerful sulṭāns such as Ablai and 
Abulfeiz each acted independently (Gurevich 1979: 62).
 In response to Iletu’s questions about the contents of Letter B, Jochi also 
stated that the tribute-tax from Turkistan had in fact been shared between 
Abulmanbet Khan and his uncle Semeke Khan, and that Abulmanbet had not 
exercised exclusive rule over Turkistan.32) He further revealed that the place of 
contention was rather the small town of Karnak to the north of Turkistan and 
that his real objective on this occasion was to ask for assistance in this regard. 
Having ascertained that their opponent Esem was a close relative of 
Abulmanbet’s clan, Iletu addressed Jochi as follows:

  If Esem is an allegiant member of your clan, it is an internal affair on your 
side. Because I do not know the original circumstances, it will not work if 
we handle it in your place. How can I possibly memorialize it to the Great 
Ejen and send you our envoy? You should address this matter among 
yourselves. Otherwise, you should consult with Ablai to address it.33)

Jochi replied that Ablai was aware of the circumstances and he too had his 
sights on Turkistan. Iletu analyzed as follows the request for assistance and 
intervention from Abulfeiz, which had followed on from a similar request by 
Ablai.
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  Recently, Otruchi was dispatched by Ablai for a loan of soldiers and an 
offer to present the land of Tashkent to the Great Ejen. It is hardly possible 
that Abulfeiz had not heard anything about this. Probably, without 
knowing about the situation in which [Otruchi] was forced to return by 
Your Servant, Abulfeiz suspected that Ablai might present the land of 
Turkistan and then dispatched his son, Jochi. Alternatively, they may 
actually be at variance and be competing with one another. [In any case,] 
there is no regulation for us to get involved in this issue. We should 
immediately refuse [the request].34)

When Iletu put this view to Jochi, the latter was at a loss for an answer and 
merely muttered, “I had not at all heard that Ablai had sent someone.”

2.3. The Establishment of the Principle of Nonintervention

 Noteworthy in the Qing response to the Kazakhs’ dispute over Turkistan 
is that the Qing government gave franker expression than ever before to its 
nonintervention in the internal affairs of the Kazakhs. This could also be 
discerned in its response to Ablai’s request for military assistance discussed 
earlier, and here I wish to confirm this in later developments concerning 
Turkistan.
 In June 1779, rumors reached Ili that in the previous autumn Abulfeiz 
had gone to his older brother Bolat and had not returned. According to 
information gained from a Kazakh merchant who had come to Ili for the 
purpose of trade, after Abulmanbet’s death Esem had conspired to seize the 
tribute-tax that Bolat, who had succeeded to the position of khan and the title 
of han, was collecting from Turkistan, and so Abulfeiz had gone to his brother’s 
base in order to counter Esem’s scheme but had now returned to his own 
pasturelands.35) Iletu’s reaction to this news is intriguing.

  Judging from the news that Esem and Abulfeiz went [to Bolat] and 
[Abulfeiz] has returned, I suppose that this problem has already been 
resolved between them. If they cannot settle the matter between themselves, 
Abulfeiz may again dispatch people to Ili to ask us [about a solution to the 
problem]. This is an affair of discord among them, which is not a hindrance 
to us at all but, rather, is useful [for us] in many ways. Because we need not 
to be involved in it, even if they dispatch people to ask us, I, Your Servant, 
following the precedent, will tell them to return [to their yurt].36)
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Not only did Iletu follow the policy of nonintervention in the internal affairs of 
the Kazakhs, but he also judged their internal strife to be advantageous to the 
Qing. Since the middle of the 18th century the Qing had adopted a diplomatic 
stance of intervention or urging reconciliation with regard to conflicts among 
Central Asian parties, but this stance had now been abandoned. The Qing 
principle of nonintervention in foreign matters, which led to its acquiescence 
to Russia’s swallowing up of the Kazakhs in the first half of the 19th century 
and incurred the alienation of Kazakh chieftains, was established in the midst 
of the turmoil in Qing-Kazakh relations in the 1770s.

3. The Suspension of the Policy of Incorporating Kazakhs and 
Its Background

 After its conquest of the Junghars, the Qing not only extended the 
personal ejen-albatu relationship to Central Asians over whom it had no effective 
control, but also established karuns and introduced to Central Asia the 
territorial distinction between lands lying inside and outside the karun line. As 
a result, there arose a contradictory situation in which those lying inside and 
outside the karun line were all in the position of the Qing emperor’s albatu and 
were in theory not differentiated. In fact, there were some Kazakhs who 
requested permission to migrate inside the karun line on the basis of their 
position as albatu, and the Qing accepted their incorporation under the direct 
rule. At the time, extraterritorial and intraterritorial awareness was not yet 
absolute in the northwestern borderlands of the Qing, and there were instances 
in which importance was placed on personal relationships (Onuma 2010a: 111–
7).
 The Qing continued thereafter to accept Kazakhs who wished to be 
incorporated under Qing rule. The number of those who were accepted at one 
time was by no means large, and it would seem that in most cases they submitted 
to Qing rule as individuals or in family units. However, the population of 
incorporated Kazakhs living in the foothills of the Barliq Mountain to the 
southwest of Tarbaghatai steadily increased, and in 1778 this led to the 
formation of a niru consisting chiefly of incorporated Kazakhs (Onuma 2003). 
However, the following year the Qing suddenly suspended its policy of 
incorporating Kazakhs. Zhang Yongjiang explains that the reason for this was 
that the problem of northern Xinjiang’s sparse population ever since the 
conquest of the Junghars had been resolved with the return of the Torguuds in 
1771 and the acceptance of Kazakhs lost its meaning (Zhang 2001: 160–1). 
While this may be counted as one of the main reasons, the policy of incorporation 
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was suspended eight years after the return of the Torguuds, and the reason for 
its suspension cannot be attributed to this alone. The decision to suspend the 
incorporation of Kazakhs was made at a time when Qing-Kazakh relations 
were deteriorating and the Qing principle of nonintervention in foreign matters 
was being established. What was the cause-and-effect relationship between 
these various developments?

3.1. Kazakh Violations of the Karun Line and the Reform of 
the Karun Management System

 The Qing allocated pasturelands in northern Xinjiang and western 
Mongolia to the Torguuds who returned in 1771. In 1778 the makeup of the 
Green Standard Army (Ch. lüying) stationed in Ili changed from troops who 
had been posted to Ili without their families to troops who were accompanied 
by their families and lived permanently in Ili, and they were based in four 
walled towns called Guangren 廣仁, Zhande 瞻德, Gongchen 拱莀, and 
Xichun 煕春 that were newly built by the Qing (being completed in 1780). In 
Tarbaghatai, too, four Oyirad niru were transferred from Urumchi in 1777 to 
bolster defences.37) The formation of a Kazakh niru in 1778 also formed part of 
this series of moves. In addition, large numbers of Han-Chinese peasants 
settled in the northern foothills of the Tianshan Mountains. According to Hua 
Li’s estimates, by 1780 the agricultural population of northern Xinjiang 
exceeded 110,000 (Hua 1995: 79). The 18th century was a period of explosive 
population growth in China proper, and northern Xinjiang was one of the 
safety valves for this population pressure.
 In this manner, in the 1770s, especially in the second half of the decade, 
the Qing proceeded to expand its system of rule in northern Xinjiang.38) One 
aspect of this was the reform of the system for managing karuns. Hitherto 
jurisdiction over all of the approximately twenty karuns affiliated to Ili had 
resided solely in the Military Governor of Ili. However, because there were 
many of them and they lay at some distance from each other, it was impossible 
to respond promptly to incidents such as incursions by external enemies. 
Accordingly, in late 1777 Iletu submitted a proposal to assign jurisdiction of 
karuns to the Manju, Solon, Sibe, Chaqar, and Oyirad military camps under 
the control of the Military Governor of Ili and make the Commandants (Ma. 
meyen i amban, Ch. lingdui dachen) of each military camp responsible for their 
security, and this proposal was approved.39)

 Prior to this change, there had occurred an incident of armed conflict in 
Tarbaghatai between Kazakhs and Qing troops stationed at Ulan Bura karun, 
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one of the winter karuns that extended northeast from Tarbaghatai. In February 
1778, a group of Kazakhs led by Kutusi appeared and asked to be allowed to 
cross inside the karun line to look for some horses that had run away. Oljui, an 
Imperial Guard (Ma. hiya, Ch. shiwei) at the karun, rejected this request since 
there were no signs of any horses having entered inside the karun line. Kutusi 
and his associates then moved to a different location and crossed the karun line 
without permission. Because they resisted the Qing troops who rushed towards 
them, the Qing troops fought back with bows and arrows and with firearms. 
The Kazakhs all fled, and Oljui captured ten of the horses that they had been 
riding. In the evening of the same day Kutusi’s elder brother Jangtugel came to 
apologize for his brother’s error and implored Oljui to return the ten horses 
and not report the incident to the Councilor of Tarbaghatai. Oljui returned 
eight of the horses, saying he would return the other two if Kutusi himself came 
to get them, and put off reporting the incident.40)

 However, in May the incident came to light. The Kazakh taiji-title holder 
Shaniyaz41) sent Kutusi to Tarbaghatai to ask for a search to be launched for the 
missing horses since they were Shaniyaz’s own horses and to lodge a complaint 
against Oljui for his handling of the incident.42) With regard to the request for 
a search for the missing horses, Kinggui sent a reply to Shaniyaz saying that 
they had been unable to find the horses inside the karun line and there were no 
signs of any horses having crossed it.43) As for Oljui, although Kinggui 
summoned him to Tarbaghatai, where he was questioned, he was immediately 
sent back to Ulan Bura karun, and after his return to his post Oljui returned the 
remaining two horses to Kutusi.44) On receiving a report of the incident, the 
Qianlong emperor felt that there was much about it that remained unclear, and 
so he ordered Iletu to go to Tarbaghatai and carry out a thorough investigation 
to get to the bottom of the matter.45) It was most unusual for the Military 
Governor of Ili to leave his post for any reason other than the suppression of an 
uprising.
 Iletu left Ili on June 2, and he also sent the Imperial Guard Turmunke to 
visit Abulfeiz and Shaniyaz. Soon after Iletu’s arrival in Tarbaghatai, Turmunke 
arrived together with Shaniyaz’s son Suyuk. Although Iletu admitted that 
Oljui’s handling and concealment of the incident had been wrong, he concluded 
that the fundamental cause of the incident lay with the Kazakhs.46) He also 
handed Suyuk a letter addressed to Abulfeiz and Shaniyaz in which it was 
stated that the Kazakhs would be severely punished if they made any further 
incursions inside the karun line.47) There were no further requests from the 
Kazakhs for searches for the missing horses.
 However, not long after this issue had been resolved, a fresh incident 
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occurred. According to a report from Saran, who was stationed at Jimersek 
karun,48) a group of Kazakhs had trespassed inside the karun line and were 
occupying the area, and they were also showing signs of heading deeper into 
Qing territory. Udai (Ch. Wudai 伍岱), the Commandant of Tarbaghatai, 
immediately set out with troops to drive the Kazakhs out. Having heard of 
their imminent arrival, the Kazakhs all fled outside the karun line before Udai’s 
arrival. Udai left Saran with eighty troops and had them search the area along 
the karun line, and he also sent a detachment to Uriyasutu karun to drive out 
other Kazakhs who had been living there clandestinely.49)

 What is worth noting here is that on October 12, 1778, when the memorial 
relating to the above events was drafted, Iletu and Kinggui submitted in their 
joint names another memorial proposing a reform of the system for patrolling 
the karuns north of the town of Tarbaghatai. Until then, the relocation from 
summer karuns to winter karuns had been carried out by the 9th month of the 
lunisolar calendar, on which occasion the Commandant was dispatched from 
the town of Tarba ghatai to patrol the karun line. In the event that Kazakhs then 
moved into the vacant land between the two karun lines, a detachment would 
once again be dispatched from the town of Tarbaghatai to collect a “horse tax” 
(one head of horse per every 100). Iletu and Kinggui, on the other hand, 
proposed that in the future a detachment to collect the horse tax should be sent 
out first and then the Commandant should carry out his patrol tour of the 
karuns. The aim of this proposal was to ensure that when a problem arose with 
the Kazakhs, the detachment would be able to respond promptly on the 
Commandant’s instructions.50) Considering that this proposal was submitted 
by Iletu and Kinggui on the same day as the report on the Kazakh violation of 
the karun line, it is clear that the series of incidents that had occurred in the 
vicinity of the karun line provided the motive for the change in system. In the 
course of these events the karuns came to be regarded as even more important 
for the defence of the Qing borderlands, and the awareness of territorial 
division between the inside and outside of the karun line suddenly increased.

3.2. The Suspension of the Policy of Incorporating Kazakhs

 From 1761 to 1778 the Qing accepted any Kazakhs who wished to submit 
to Qing rule and settled them in the Barliq Mountain. There was, however, a 
subtle change in the Qing stance following the return of the Torguuds in 1771. 
When they had crossed the Kazakh steppe, the Torguuds had been attacked by 
Kazakhs, and many of them had been killed or fallen by the wayside. In 
addition, some Kazakhs had slipped in among the Torguuds who had been 
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admitted into Qing territory. Although the Qing authorities were aware of this, 
they did not make an issue of it. Then in 1773 Ablai proposed an exchange of 
Torguuds living among the Kazakhs and Kazakhs living among the Torguuds 
inside Qing territory. The Qianlong emperor, judging that confusion would 
ensue if these two groups of people were indiscriminately exchanged, rejected 
this proposal.51) Meanwhile, any Torguuds fleeing from the Kazakh steppe were 
immediately admitted by the Qing, and there were also instances in which 
Kazakh chieftains handed Torguuds over to the Qing authorities.52)

 In contrast to these moves, there is to be observed a tendency on the part 
of the Qing to become less favorably disposed towards accepting Kazakhs. In 
1775 Kinggui twice drove away the Kazakh Doholok and his wife and child 
and, thinking that they might head towards Ili, sent a document with a 
description of their appearance to Ili. When they appeared in Ili under false 
names, their true identity was exposed and they were expelled.53) The Qing 
attitude had hardened, and it refused to admit Kazakhs who did not already 
have kinsmen in the Barliq Mountain and whose identity was unclear.54) This 
tendency manifested in more concrete form after the formation of the Kazakh 
niru in 1778.
 At the start of 1779, about 100 Kazakhs of the Aq-nayman tribe led by 
Museb arrived in Tarbaghatai and asked to be allowed to settle in Qing 
territory. Because their group was of an unprecedented size, Kinggui sought a 
decision from the Qianlong emperor. The latter was of the view that the 
number of Kazakhs wishing to migrate to Qing territory, where law and order 
were maintained and tribute-taxes and taxes on livestock were not levied,55) was 
increasing because “theft and deceit” were rampant in the land of the Kazakhs.56) 
This view would have also taken into account the frequent violations of the 
karun line by Kazakhs in the previous year. Iletu considered the cause of the 
“theft and deceit” to lie in decreasing numbers of livestock due to constant 
fighting between the Kazakhs and Kirghiz.57) In the end the Qianlong emperor 
made the following decision:

  All the Kazakhs, from Ablai and Abulfeiz down to commoners, are my 
albatu. There is no distinction in living inside or outside [the karun line]. 
That being said, seeing that no fewer than 100 Kazakhs, like the party led 
by Museb, have come to submit [to the Qing], if we accept them willingly, 
our land will later be occupied [by the Kazakhs]. Also, since the population 
[around Ili] is gradually increasing, this is not beneficial for various 
reasons. To begin with, we readily accept people like them (i.e., the 
Kazakhs led by Museb) when they come to submit; why do Ablai and 
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others hope for this? I think that, rather than telling Ablai and Abulfeiz 
from our own lips that we cannot accept the party, it is better to order Iletu 
to send them a letter to ask whether it is beneficial to them that we accept 
such people who come to submit. Ablai will then surely say in his reply 
that it is not beneficial to them. Later, with Ablai’s words as an excuse, we 
have only to send back all the Kazakhs who newly come to submit without 
reading their faces.58)

The Qianlong emperor recognized the contradiction in regarding without 
distinction those living inside and outside the karun line as albatu. He feared 
that if they continued to accept Kazakhs, the pasturelands of northern Xinjiang 
would be occupied by them and trouble would break out with local inhabitants. 
However, if a suspension of incorporation were to be announced unilaterally, 
further friction might arise between the Qing and the Kazakhs, with whom 
relations had already deteriorated. The Qianlong emperor accordingly decided 
to first exact a statement from Ablai and Abulfeiz and then use this as a pretext 
for rejecting those wishing to be admitted into Qing territory. On receiving 
orders to this effect, Iletu sent the following letter to Ablai and Abulfeiz:

  Iletu, as Military Governor of Ili, Grand Minister Controlling the Imperial 
Guards, and Minister of the Board, reported [the following messages] to 
the Kazakh han Ablai and wang Abulfeiz. Han and wang, are you in good 
health? Is every pastureland of yours at peace? Recently, a letter stating 
that 100 Kazakhs of your Aq-nayman tribesmen, consisting of Museb, 
Harmas, and their family, had asked to become the albatu of the Great 
Ejen and live inside [the karun line] was sent from our Councilor of 
Tarbaghatai. You Kazakhs are the albatu of the Great Ejen. It is the same 
whether you are in your land or, after coming to submit [to the Qing], in 
our land inside the karun line. Because it is by no means impossible [to live 
on the inside], we have accepted everyone and have permitted them to live 
there if they were with one or two persons. However, seeing now that 100 
persons, led by Museb, have come to submit, such people will continually 
and surely increase. We think that it will be not beneficial to you at all if 
they come to submit and the population [of Kazakhs] living in our land 
increases. However, because we do not know whether, after all, it is 
beneficial to you when they come to live in our land, in accordance with 
the Great Ejen’s heartfelt wish to treat you kindly, I give you this letter to 
ascertain your intentions. You should immediately send me a letter to 
answer whether, after all, it is beneficial to you when they come to live in 
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our land. If it is not beneficial to you, we would prefer not to accept [the 
Kazakhs]. I have reported for this reason.59)

In line with the Qianlong emperor’s intentions, this letter was cleverly written 
in a way that did not touch on the fact that continuing to accept Kazakhs would 
inconvenience the Qing government and instead sought to extract from Ablai 
and Abulfeiz a statement to justify the banning of further incorporation of 
Kazakhs. In the following year, 1779, a reply arrived from Ablai, written in 
Turkic.60) In his letter, Ablai thanked the Qing for its approach and stated that 
the Kazakhs would not suffer any disadvantage if the Aq-nayman tribesmen 
were sent back. As intended, the Qing succeeded in obtaining a statement to 
justify the banning of further incorporation of Kazakhs, and in point of fact the 
following year some Kazakhs wishing to settle in Qing territory were expelled 
from Tarbaghatai on the basis of this letter.61)

 The Qing policy of incorporating Kazakhs was thus suspended. The 
direct reason for this was population growth in northern Xinjiang and 
increasing numbers of Kazakhs wishing to settle in Qing territory. However, 
behind this change in policy lay the chaotic situation on the Central Asian 
steppes, including the deterioration in Qing-Kazakh relations and fighting 
between the Kazakhs and Kirghiz. The suspension of the policy of incorporating 
Kazakhs can be regarded as a phenomenon that was inseparably related to the 
Qing principle of nonintervention in Central Asian affairs which came into 
force around the same time.

Concluding Remarks

 In the 1770s the political and social situation in northern Xinjiang 
underwent enormous change. Following the return of the Torguuds in 1771, 
the Qing proceeded to extend its rule, and the sparse population of the region 
gradually increased. At the same time, Qing-Kazakh relations progressively 
deteriorated, and the dispatch of tribute missions was repeatedly suspended 
because of the question of Ablai’s offering of the revenue of Tashkent to the 
Qing emperor and his repeated requests for military assistance. In addition, a 
framework of both internal and external conflict developed on the Kazakh 
steppe at this time, the influence of which also extended to northern Xinjiang, 
and the Qing government found itself in a quandary about how to deal with 
the situation. It was in such circumstances that the Qing policy of noninter-
vention in Central Asian affairs was established. The Qing’s acquiescence to 
Russia’s swallowing up of the Kazakhs in the first half of the 19th century was 
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an extension of these developments.
 Further, in 1777–78 the Qing reformed the system for managing karuns. 
As the raison d’être of karuns rose on account of violations of the karun line by 
Kazakhs, the contradictions inherent in the coexistence of a sense of 
territoriality that differentiated between the inside and outside of the karun line 
and a personal ejen-albatu relationship in which the inside and outside of the 
karun line formed a continuum became more pronounced. Ultimately, the 
Qing began to steer its policy in the direction of placing greater emphasis on 
the former in discussions about the incorporation of Kazakhs and in 1779 
suspended the policy of incorporating Kazakhs. This was the moment when 
the Qing government’s consciousness of the “territorial principle” eclipsed its 
conception of the “personal principle.”62) In this manner, the northwestern 
borderlands of the Qing, in which ambiguity—and also flexibility—had prevailed 
since the conquest of the Junghars, were slowly closed off.63)

 This period around the middle of the Qianlong reign corresponded to the 
height of the Qing’s “prosperous age.” The issues examined in this article may 
have been trivial incidents that occurred in one small corner of the Qing 
empire. However, they accurately reflect, I believe, the transformation of the 
dynasty that had been proceeding in the background to this flourishing period 
known as the “Pax Manchurica.”
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22) XMD 124: 207, QL40/6/2 (June 29, 1775), memorial from Kinggui.
23)  In 1773–74 the wang-title holder Abulfeiz was residing in the former yurt of his father 

Abulmanbet (d. 1769), probably in the vicinity of Turkistan (Noda and Onuma 2010: 
31–3).
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25)  JMLZ 2636.13, 106: 1015, QL40/6/15 (July 12, 1775), attachment to memorial from 

Iletu. On the text of this document, see Onuma 2014: 222, n. 36.
26)  XMD 124: 274–5, QL40/6/15 (July 12, 1775), attachment to memorial from Iletu, et 

al.
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31) XMD 126: 281–2.
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33) XMD 126: 280.
34) XMD 126: 280.
35) XMD 140: 75–6, QL44/5/16 (June 29, 1779), memorial from Iletu.
36) XMD 140: 76–7.
37) TS, juan 1: 8b.
38)  The Qing victory in the Jinchuan campaign in 1776 can be posited as one background 

factor in this. After the subjugation of Jinchuan, there were no military campaigns 
requiring the deployment of substantial military forces for about ten years, and it may 
have become possible to improve the system of rule in border regions.
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40) XMD 135: 234–5, QL43/6/10 (July 3, 1778), memorial from Iletu.
41)  Shaniyaz was the son of Kuchuk, a younger brother of Barak of the Senior Juz, and a 

younger cousin of Khan Khoja.
42) XMD 135: 28–33, QL43/4/7 (May 3, 1778), memorial from Kinggui.
43) XMD 135: 33–9.
44) XMD 135: 236.
45) XMD 135: 234.
46) XMD 135: 76–7, QL43/*6/2 (June 25, 1778), memorial from Iletu.
47) XMD 135: 330–8, QL43/*6/1 (June 24, 1778), attachment to memorial from Iletu.
48)  Jimersek karun is depicted as the second summer karun from Tarbaghatai in the Da 

Qing yitong yutu (Comprehensive Atlas of the Great Qing).
49) XMD 135: 278–80, QL43/8/22 (Oct. 12, 1778), memorial from Kinggui.
50) XMD 135: 276–7, QL43/8/22 (Oct. 12, 1778), memorial from Iletu, et al.
51)  QMJD 10: 502–4, QL38/10/29 (Dec. 12, 1773); GZSL, juan 945: 29a–30a, QL38/10/

guichou (Dec. 11, 1773).
52) XMD 124: 208–9.
53) XMD 125: 194–200, QL40/8/12 (Sept. 6, 1775), memorial from Kinggui, et al.
54) XMD 123: 213–5, QL40/3/29 (Apr. 28, 1775), memorial from Kinggui.
55)  Kazakhs living inside Qing territory were exempted from military service and 

taxation (Onuma 2003: 570–1).
56) XMD 139: 82, QL44/2/5 (Mar. 22, 1779), memorial from Iletu, et al.
57) XMD 139: 84.
58) QMJD 14: 12–3, QL44/1/16 (Mar. 3, 1779).
59) XMD 139: 85–6.
60)  JMLZ 2800.5.2, 117: 168–9, QL44/9 (Oct. 10–Nov. 7, 1779). On the text of this 

document, see Noda and Onuma 2010: 38–42.
61) XMD 140: 290–2, QL44/8/20 (Sept. 29, 1779), memorial from Kinggui.
62)  It is to be surmised that this change was connected to the demarcation of the borders 

of the three western Qalq-a leagues (Oka 1988: 21–4).
63)  This does not mean that personal relationships and their logic disappeared in Qing 

foreign policy, and it means only that these were premised on a distinction between 
inside and outside the karun line. The ejen-albatu relationship was maintained in Qing-
Kazakh political negotiations in terms of discourse at least until the Jiaqing reign 
(Hua 2006: 187–8).
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